and

respectively. The latter can be written as

where E is a completion from e n % to-e.
From (4) and (5)_we note that dim(E) c dim(%)-dim(%); this and
(3) @ply that dim@)< dim(%)+dim(Y)-dim( + Y ) and thus that
dim@) <dim(%n 9 ) . It follows that there exists a matrix G satisfying
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Since for any completion from %n Y to Y , we can write X @ Y =
X '~3%n9 @ 9 , G can be chosen so that, in addition,

elementary systems concept?, a new derivation is given
systems which can
be made SiaglPehsnoel mnboUable with ontput fedbark.
AbsOM-U3lng

of a recent result [ll charaeteriEing those Lw
l-

In this note we give a direct proof of the foUowing h e m . The result
is of importance to the synthesis of decentralized feedback laws for
assigning the closed-loop spectrum of a multichannel h e a r system [Z].
Theorem: Let A",., B,,,,
C
,,,
and D.,, be fixed, real-mlued
matrices with CW-A)-'B#O.
There exists o real-mlued feedback
matrix F,,, such that (A DFC, B) is controI(ob1e if and on& if

+

where a(A) is the spectrum of A.
Although this theorem is actually a siinple consequence of certain
more general results derived in [I], in comparison with [I], the direct
proof given here has the virtue of being shorter, less technical, and thus
more transparent.
The theorem's proof relies on two lemmas.
L e m 1: If ( I ) and (2) me true, then the set

is roburt' in RqXP.
Prooj Fix A€s(A). It will first be shown that there exists a matrix
FA such that rank[XI-A -DFAC,B]=n. For this define

XI-A

B

XI-A

B

From (71, G X z O implying that G is of the fonn [O,,.,G].
define FA= - G and

Hence, if we

then R=[XX'+LG]M, thus the column span of R, written %, must
satisfy % =[XX'+ LG]%. Observe that XX'(% n Y )=O, that % = %
n 9 @ % n ( X + ~ ) a n d t h u s f r o m ( ~ t h a%=LG('X~Y)+XX'GJR.
t
Hence, from the identity XXfM=N and (6) we see that %=E@%.
This and (5) imply that % = X , which in view of the definitions of R and
X, shows that rank [hl-A -DFAC,B]=n.
The preceding implies that for each fixed h the vector rA(F)of all nth
order minors of [XI-A -DFC,B] must be nonzero at F=,FA.Since, in
addition, the elements of zA(F)are polynomial functions of the elements
of F, z,(F) is not identically zero. This proves that $ = ( F : rank[hl-A
-DFC,B]-n, F E C q X P )is robust in C c X p as is %-nAt,,~Ao%.
Hence, if we define $ to be the largest subset of % which is a robust
,
5 has the required property.
subset of W x p then
Lemma 2: Let (A, B, C, D) be ca in thepreceding theorem with (A, [B,
DJ)controllable. Write A, for the uncontrollable spectrum of (A +DFC,
B ) a d let * denote the robust subset of RqXP camisring of all real-wlued
matrices which maximr'ze the dimmion of the conlrolloble space of (A +
DFC, B). There exists a unique subset A* co(A) such that A,=AW for all
FES*.
Prwfr Set X = R" and view A, B, C, D as maps of real number
spaces of appropriate dimensions. With [CIA], the unobservable space of
(C,A), and AI[C(A], the restriction of A to [CIA], let P: X+X/[CIA]
%note the canonical projection, the map induced by A in %/[CIA],
B=PB, D=PD, and write C for the unique solution
- -to-C= CP. The
construction implies that (C,x) is observable, that (A,[B,D]) is controllable (since (A,[B,Dl) is), and that f i 0 (since C(XI-A)-'B#O.
- -n-u s ,
by the main result of 131, there exists a map F such that (A+ DFC,B) is
controllable. It follows that if 9 is the set of all real-valued F with this
property, then 9 is robust in RqXp. Since for all F E RqXP, c(A + DFC)
-o(A+~~F~)uu(AI[CIA]),
it must be true that A,co(Al[CIA]) for dl
F E P . Noting that o(AI[C[A])ca(A) and that 9 n S e is robust and
thus nonempty, we can write

x

and let %, %, X , Y , and E denote their respective column spans aver
C. By definition

In addition, (I) and (2) imply that
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'A rubscl of REX' (respclively CTXq is a rob- subset (i.c., =risk o p n set) of R - ~ P
(res~cciiv=iyC q X pY) it is noncmpty and il its complement is the set of solutions in wXr.
(rcr~cetivclyC q r r )lo a finite rct of polynomial equations in !he elements of F&, Such
ace arc opso and dcnnc in R"X (rcspcfivtly CVxq, and cach robust nubset 01 CsXs
confains a larassl nvbret which is a robust subset of RqX'. The inneraection 01 two robust
rvhxts of Rex< (rrspcstircly CqX*)ia 8110 robuse in R.IXn (nrpntirely WW).
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Since the number of elements of AF is the same for all F E S*, A, must
3' and thus on Sin 3.. This together with (8) and
the finite cardinality of <(A) imply that A, is independent of F ~ g n
S*. Since @ n S * is dense in
and A, is continuous on $*, it must
also be true that A, is independent of FE$*. Therefore, if for fixed
Fo E 9
'
. we define A* =A,,, then A* has the required property.
In the proof which follows we make repeated use of the well-known
rank w - A , B ] is less than n
fact that for any matrix pair (A,,,,B.,,),
o d y for those values of A in the uncontrollable spectrum of (A,B) [4].
valy continuously on

a

Proofof Theorem-Necessity; If (A + DFC,B) is controllable, then by
141, rank [hl-A -DFC,B]=n for all A. From this, the matrix identities

and ~ ~ l v e s t e r ' s ' i n e ~ u aitl ifollows
t~,
that both (1) and (2) are true.
Sufficiency: Suppose (1) and (2) hold, thereby ensuring that A , B, C,
and D satisfy the hypotheses of Lemmas 1 and 2. With 3 and
the
robust subsets referred to in the statements of Lemmas 1 and 2, respectively, fix Fo€Zn3*. If (A +DF,C,B) is not wnuollable, then for
-DFoC,B]<n (d.
some uncontrollable eigenvalue A+, rank
[4]); but this leads to a contradiction since, by Lemma Z.A+Eo(A) and
by Lemma 1, rank [hl-A -DFC,B]=n, AEo(A). It follows that (A+
DF,C,B) is controllable.
Another way of studying the problem discussed in this note is available in (51 which adopts an approach using matrix polynomials.
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